The interdisciplinary master’s program in Enterprise Project Management will give you the skills and confidence you need to direct projects, budgets and timelines across the business. Coursework includes a significant analytical component that will challenge you to think quantitatively about challenges in project management.

Please note: Certain online courses may only be available during particular semesters. Consult your advisor for complete details.

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
The curriculum is structured around a six-course block of project management courses complemented by one of three specializations, allowing you to either broaden your managerial credentials or apply your skills in a deeper dive in a technical arena.

CORE COURSES
The core courses explore important concepts in the project management landscape. In your classes, you’ll learn how to apply these concepts in business situations, preparing you for the pressures of project leadership in businesses of every category.

- Strategic Perspectives in Project Management
- Fundamentals of Project Management
- Project Analytics
- Leader Development
- Project Management Office
- Leading Across Projects

SPECIALIZATION
The master’s degree includes a choice of three highly specialized concentrations that allow you to explore an in-demand area in greater depth. If desired, you can work with your academic advisor to create a specialization of your choice.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
A blend of higher-level management courses that will give you important skills that translate into success in any industry.

- Marketing Management
- Strategic Management
- Financial Decision Making
- Process Innovation

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Software environments provide unique management challenges. These courses will establish your leadership credentials in a fast-moving industry.

- Fundamentals of Software Engineering
- Requirements Analysis
- Agile Development
- Software Testing

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
This concentration gives students added perspective on the challenges of completing projects in the construction space.

- Fundamentals of Construction Management
- Sustainable Design
- Strategic Responses to Cyclical Environments
- Construction Management II

ACCREDITATION
This program is accredited by the Project Management Institute, making it well suited to professionals interested in pursuing certification as a Project Management Professional, or maintaining certification. On average, managers with PMP certification earn higher salaries, and complete more projects on time, than those without this designation.
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